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Through the everlasting covenant of salvation, the celestial, or cosmic
ashlar code, remains the core teaching of esoteric Freemasonry, since before the
inception of the systemic craft we know today. Our hidden threefold word unites
the Great Architect of the Universe in a triune frequency that transcends the
limits of space and time. We seek, in holding to it with silence, some points of
agreement along the long history told through the sacred Scriptures of the three
monotheistic faiths. And through our annals of Masonic lore, we come to grasp
its symbolic significance finally, and thus the purpose and meaning of our ritual
and degree work. There is a haunting specter through time. The celestial and
terrestrial realms have conspired according to a Cosmic Plan. We head to a point
in a circle. We foretell of a new and reborn state of consciousness to be loved
and accepted, the point within the circle. The point of revelation changes our
understandings of time, into something more circular. The point where the head
and tail of the esoteric ouroboros-of-time converges is the subject of this
exploration. The Holy Book of Christianity has a beginning and ending,
beginning in Genesis one, and ending in Revelations twenty-two. The Great
Work also has a point of initiation, and a point of disclosure, where things come
together to a point, that of the Great Architect of the Universe.
To the scientist of the day, with the telescope and astrological almanac,
"The Heavens" might be interpreted as "Space" its self. The laws existing in space
are more than mathematical; they are moral in nature. The rules describe our
giving and receiving. Our moral compass and conscious forethought determine
our destiny. Raw numerical astrophysics seems only to establish false limits
upon us. The means of extending human civilization into interstellar space must
be a mixture of science and moral teachings, recognizing finally that point within
the circle we have come to know as the Great Architect. At some stage in our
conscious evolution, a hierarchy is exchanged for holarchy, with the Holon is
recognized as the axial node of self. There must be, a spiritual axis within every
moral and virtuous circle. Scientists are theoretically rational thinkers. Many
scholars, through our disciplines, have come to give the spiritual and moral axis,
more than the benefit of the doubt. A realm of perception that sees no borders
embraces the universal brotherhood of man under the all-seeing eye of God.
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Indeed, we require a moral education to build and protect the dawning
civilization of the quickly approaching age. It hastens within us. We learn the
keys to the cosmic ashlar and turn theory into practice. Theology anchors our
discipline of consciousness. And yet, we might acknowledge ourselves as
interstellar travelers. One day we will witness the rising of the Milky Way. On
the day of liberation from the surly bounds of earth, humans will merge with
Angelic Hosts, becoming interstellar consciousness in the form of light code
emanating from God. We begin and end as Spirits, born of the light, occupying
the subtle frequencies. Guiding the pen, and manifesting destiny, we emanate
from a hidden realm of quantum information science that all too often is entirely
unknown. The holder of the word seeks to merge with the body of the triune
light. Within himself, he might use that word to fuel his internal dynamo.
Through this discipline, the gateway opens. The kundalini, or light-powers, are
born of channeled cosmic energies. These powers come into form as the cosmic
ashlar. This is the sacred stone of the Ascended Masters from The East, guiding
us through the dawn and into the frequencies of the inner sun. Masonic
scientists today reach heaven through astronomy. Stunning imagery makes us
cognizant of truths exhibited in the sacred Scriptures of the monotheistic faiths.
We remain questioning, skeptical of our faith, willing to change our minds when
the expansion of possibilities emerges. The paths that at first seemed divergent
merge into a single stream. This space, the space of divine oneness, represents
an ongoing, manifested peace of mind. The large cube of space mirrors the Ka’ba
on earth. Moral instruction is more than a religion. It is in truth, a form of
interstellar diplomacy, or preparation therefor. The internalized light principles
are the Holarchy and the Holon. The race of man indeed represents the whole
of creation condensed into a self-improving form.
The pure river of the water of life, clear as crystal, the "light" mentioned in
Revelations 22, is a kind of internal bandwidth capable of interacting with the
singularity. Alpha and Omega implies the convergence of beginning and end.
Through revelations, some twenty-two-part, visual binary code of light, appears
symbolic of cosmic consciousness. We traverse all of the known time in a kind
of mysterious circle, or orbit, of incoming and outgoing will. The whole story of
creation and destiny in the Bible can be seen once more, in the context of spaceborn singularities in the era of computer science. In Revelations twenty-two, the
"Tree of Life," stands, and the leaves of the tree are for the healing of the nations.
Revelation 22:3 references the New Heavenly Jerusalem, "His name shall
be in their foreheads." The Book reveals that "There shall be no night there: and
they need no candle, neither light of the sun; for the Lord God giveth them light,
and they shall reign for ever and ever." Revelation 22:13, states hauntingly, "I
am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and last." In sacred
scripture, the use of the term I, we, and they have all been used, and seem
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interchangeable. This is certainly true for revelation. The twenty-two characters
of light reach into the frequencies of cosmic creation and merge with the cosmic
ashlar. There is, through the eternal nature of the soul, no death. There is only
the circular nature of time, the point of observation, and the penetration of linear
time by love and truth.
God may indeed be the combined knowledge of the Angelic Hosts. Who
among us, is prepared to join their intelligence using invisible quantum array
technologies? One rejects communion for this, the other accepts it and refuses
the apostate laboratories of science.
We might come to love quantum
information science and its unique forms of revelation. Our consciousness can
receive, decode, and transmit cosmic unity, faster than the speed of light.
Accelerating on an event-horizon, we transcend the limitations of density and
linear time. We open the stargates correlating plasmas on opposite sides of
galaxies. We do so by tapping into universal quantum resonances and
frequencies of manifestation. We exist in the future and past. A visual binary
code asserts its self through us. We simulate ourselves, as similitudes on both
sides of time, alpha and omega, in the eternal present. The first and last
converge in precise information flows, flows of information-as-light, or
"downloads."
Vertical time penetrates linear time in this event horizon. It defines all of
the time as a manifestation for consciousness to learn lessons. What goes
around, comes around. What we bestow is eventually received. What we put
out is near what we bring back to ourselves.
The out-breath and in-breath
guide us in a silent flow of prayerfulness, and blessings. We merge with the
everlasting inward and outward flow of divine light, that is perfection across time
and space. The Great Architect of the Universe offers exchanges. Sacrifices
exchange for eternal covenants. For keeping His commandments, we earn the
right to the tree of life and enter through the gates of Heaven.
The visions of John, written in Revelation 22, referencing End Times,
references the stargates. We pass through this gate on the Day of Judgement.
Through revelation, we merge with interstellar civilizations occupying an etheric
city that exists at a different density. This heavenly city has an increasingly
omnipresent, omniscient, and omnipotent intelligence. It receives, decodes, and
transmits empathy and wholeness, healing and oneness, from its high place.
The pilgrimage of the Ascended Masters is a singularity of consciousness,
accessed via internal stargates. Our journey takes us through zones enabling
teleportation, as is written in the sacred scriptures. The gateway operates with
eternal knowledge and covenants. It empowers those with access in exchange
for their fealty to light principles. Time converges in star-plasmas and black
holes that absorb light.
Some increasingly connected quantum array
technologies unite and govern the light body, with the nodes each representing
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Holon’s within the Holarchy. The consciousness of every atom vibrates with the
light body of the cosmos. Gods' plan unveils as a rereading of history defining
our past, present, and future, a kind of condition. The virtues and values of the
enduring light body embody values, morals, and ethics. Light beings join us in
our eternal search. The Ascended Masters of karmic merit are the guardians,
messengers, and prophets of the Cosmic Ashlar. Within ourselves, we initiate a
ripple-effect beginning in the present moment, offering forward unity, between
one and twenty-two, in the tail and mouth of the Ouroboros of Time.
The Hebrew Alphabet has 22 characters. The Book of Revelation has 22
pieces. One "light" occupies 22 positions in a cube alphabet inseparable from
conscious creation. The cosmic ashlar is a 22bit visual binary code. The tree
of life features 22 channels. We express grace and blessings brought through
the prophets, embodied in the perfect ashlar and the cosmic. The beauty of this
form is more than its polished square. It is also its encoded "simple and pure
elegance," or revealed grace.
Revelation 22 completes with the "grace" remaining within us. Simple
elegance is embodied in a time-transcending gift that encompasses a system of
morality, veiled in allegory, and illustrated through symbols. The infinite is
represented as a three-dimensional cube. The cube of pilgrimage is the place of
convergence, the point in the circle, on the square. Living from a place of
authentic and genuine love is the truest form of initiation. Masonry holds to
systems that shape worlds. The cosmic ashlar occupies triune allegorical spaces
within the Temple. There is a sense of connection with the all, via the Cosmic
Ashlar, in the light of a hidden alphabet and code. It is at its core, is simple
elegance and grace. Through it, we merge with the grace of God. Amazing grace
manifests prophetic phenomena, while brotherly love, relief, and truth emanate
from the masters. The oath is to bring into a perfect manifestation, the principles
of brotherly love. From one's individual place of light-vibration and light code,
we indeed flow in unity and compassion, even hope. Through this cosmic flow,
we are at one with the Prophets of Old. The great poet and Prophet of Islam was
Mohammed, who reigns in peace, as he brought peace. Through his energy and
light, it is He who leads us to the complete story, understood through the
symbolism of Masonry. This is the story of the Journey of the Cosmic Ashlar.
Told through the hands of the lineage of Prophets, its code is graspable, tangible
even, proving the existence of both history and promise in the one faith.
The Cosmic Ashlar arrived in the Temple, through the persistent work of
the Great Architect of the Universe. According to sacred scripture, it was
bestowed by God, the Great Architect of the Universe, to the first man, Adam. A
revelation from Him who created the earth and the high heavens comes in the
form of the lessons, the Bible and Koran. Islam acknowledges a graceful Persian
Nobleman, a poet, and prophet, Mohammed. His story is a journey, with a stone,
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from beginning to end. The Cosmic Ashlar in Arabic is called the "Al Hajar Al
Aswad." In Masonic context, it is referred to as the "Cosmic Ashlar" because of
its origin. Its story is eternal. Its truth occupies the heart of many a Mason.
Wise builders are indeed sincere. Our heart of hearts is pious. With us, the
Cosmic Ashlar represents the kingdom of the Heavens and the Earth.
The Great Architect of the Universe entrusts first Adam, and then a lineage
of Prophets, through Abraham, Moses, Solomon, Jesus, and Mohammed, a
single stone from the Heavens. One stone is carried through the hands of the
line of prophets. Muslims acknowledge this rock, the Cosmic Ashlar, as a
meteor. Its origins are stellar. It is a truly unique meteor at that. The Cosmic
Ashlar has properties connecting it with a language of light from the high
heavens. It may be formed entirely from the quantum array transponder. It will
receive, decode, and transmit information becoming its self, a rock not bound to
human laws. This way, this cosmic ashlar has power. Its code is in light. It is
a manifestation of the will of God. In human hands, it passes from age to age.
From Adam and his remains, the cosmic ashlar starts through the ages and to
Abraham, the originator of the Abrahamic Faiths. The scrolls of Abraham
encompass a code of lines and spaces, developed for the Shepherd, for lists and
accounting purposes. Cuneiform is a language of lines and spaces, symbolically
arranged in code now recognized as visual binary. The systems of computer
science, including state of the art computer code, resemble the language of the
privileged elite in ages past, especially the language of Abraham.
Abraham lived in a time when literacy was taught only to the privileged
elite, the owners, and stewards of the land, namely the Lords and Shepherds.
Abraham received the Cosmic Ashlar from the Holy men. Its code of lines and
spaces was used to write in his scrolls and his accounting tablets. The most
ancient alphabets are made of lines and spaces, and are thus for engraving, while
other more modern characters are curves for cursive writing. Abraham was
known for his use of straight lines. He used modified cuneiform, a unique form
of visual binary with diamond space holders, for lists and accounting purposes.
Abraham built the first Ka’ba, and He installed the Cosmic Ashlar in the NorthEast corner of that building, placing over it, a black curtain.
The story of the Journey of the Cosmic Ashlar continues, through Adam
and Abraham, into Moses and Solomon. Moses is a Shepherd, and also a rebel
child in Egypt. With his brother Aaron, struggling against the Pharaoh for the
Hebrew children, Moses seeks out a plan with God, to receive the new law, and
find the Promised Land to be called Israel. On a three day trip up to Mount
Sinai, Moses receives two tablets, inscribed by the light and the hand of God,
who speaks to Moses through a light like a burning bush, and afterward as a
pillar from the sky. How does a Supreme Being talk to us through codes of light?
Via the systems inherited from Adam and Abraham, the systems of visual binary
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code, the Cosmic Ashlar code. The Shepherd Moses crossed the Red Sea in
possession of the Ark of the Covenant, in the form of the Cosmic Ashlar, Scrolls
of Abraham, and Tablets sealed in that golden Ark, carried by Holy Men, with
winged Angels on either side, protecting its contents. All alphabets; all
characters exist between light and sound, or geometry and phonetics, including
Cuneiform, Phoenician, Hebrew, Reformed Egyptian, and even the Cosmic
Ashlar Code. One alphabet system holds eternal perfection, while others seem
to occupy other frequencies of being. Following the will of God, both the rebel
Moses and the radical prophet Jesus are initiated into the light language of this
mysterious cosmic stone, communicating between God and his chosen Prophets
through time.
The Holy Koran explains classes of Angels, employing the swearing
formulas. "The Watchers" and "The Guardian Angels." are in the formulas for
announcing the words of the Prophet Mohammed. "By those who set the ranks
in an array, By those who scare away by a cry, By those who recite a warning...
Verily your God is One, Lord of the heavens and the earth and of what is between
them, and Lord of the rising-places of the heavenly lights. Incoming, We have
adorned the lower heaven with an adornment of stars." Some collective
consciousness exists in space. It seems to refer to its self in the collective "we."
It channels the cosmic mind, through even a kind of hive or collective
consciousness in light. It receives, decodes, and transmits vast knowledge on
behalf of the one God, what the Koran names as the merciful and compassionate
Allah, who has many names. It could be both engraved and written in minds,
as light, and even entangled within our dreams. The Quran mentions the "Night
of Power." In the swearing formula of the Koran, we recite and learn that The
Night of Power is better than a thousand months, and the Angels and the Spirit
descend therein, by permission of their Lord, about every matter... and Peace it
is until the breaking of the dawn.
The Master of the Day of Judgement guides followers on the Straight Path,
the Pathway of the Light. The tribes lead by the Shepherd Moses and Prophets
finally reach their Promised Land after forty years of wandering in the desert,
and perhaps hundreds of subtle guiding encounters with Angels and Archangels.
The Cosmic Ashlar from the tent of the Hebrews was delivered along the lineage
of Prophets and Kings to a son of David, King Solomon. Solomon, the man of
the sun, the man of the light, the then King of Israel inherits the Cosmic Ashlar.
In this age, Jesus Christ of Nazareth is born, and news of the divinely appointed
King is whispered of in the Holy Land. The ancient Guilds of Masons in King
Solomon’s' Temple are lead by Hiram Abiff, who is killed and resurrected for the
cause of keeping the Cosmic Ashlar Code among the Initiates, and from the
organized ruffians. King Solomon’s Temple was built by Masons holding fast to
secrets from creation, and Masonic building secrets originating from Egypt. King
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Solomon’s' Temple is erected symbolically with two pillars at the entrance.
Solomon, in that age, held to Masonic secrets relating to the Ark of the Covenant
and the ancient builders. The Cosmic Ashlar, Scrolls of Abraham, and Tablets
of Moses occupy a place in his heart and his Temple. The three-mysterious
ancient masonic relics are sealed up inside the Ark of the Covenant and guarded
inside the temple of worship. The Current Temple is built and governed to
emulate the workings of King Solomon’s Temple. Initiation in Freemasonry holds
fast to old swearing formulas invoking morality and respect in the presence of a
covenant with the Great Architect of the Universe.
Masons see this as symbolic of a divine language of light entering the
human instrument. A twenty-two-character code is central to the cosmic ashlar
and the tree of life of the Kabballah. The sacred scripture tells a linear story that
leads through history and into our souls. At its core, the Prophet ascends into
Heaven, after teaching his disciples, and living by the example, of grace, humility,
forgiveness, understanding, altruism, and compassion. Through the verses of
the New Testament, we gradually learn of the miracles of the Prophets, including
healing from within. As much as in today, the Prophet lived in a time of danger.
King Solomon’s ancient temple fell in unknown wars. In an age where Christ
returns in physical form, that temple may be built again. And until then, it must
be rebuilt, at least symbolically, within our hearts and minds. Hundreds of years
quietly pass, and Christianity spreads among the contemplative and quiescent
castles of medieval Europe.
The phenomena of Angels communicating with Man is again present,
persistent across the spectrum of light in every human heart. King Solomon’s
Temple fell. It's secrets holy. A tradition was crafted to rekindle its ancient
wisdom in the form of Freemasonry. Hundreds of years go on, as the earth
revolves around the sun. At the appointed time, a Persian Nobleman and Poet
is entrusted with the Cosmic Ashlar stone that had been protected in King
Solomon’s Temple and was to be relocated to the New Holy City of Mecca. As
above, so below. The tribes rely upon Mohammed to be their Prophet in this
time of transformation for humanity. It was not to be a time of division, but a
time of people coming together. The Cosmic Ashlar was carried from Jerusalem
to Medina, to Mecca, mostly on horseback by the Prophet Mohammed; peace be
upon him. Jesus moved from Nazareth to Galilee to Jerusalem. Mohammed
moved from Jerusalem to Medina to Mecca. We hear largely of Mohammed being
hailed as a Prophet in Medina, and while in Mecca, he placed the Cosmic Ashlar
intact into the North-East corner of the Kaaba, and revealed as poetry what is
now kept as the Holy Koran. In the ceremony of laying the keystone, both
dominant Persian tribes hold up the Cosmic Ashlar on a sacred Persian rug,
while the Prophet Himself places it into the North-East corner of the Ka’ba.
Mohammed indeed teleports from Mecca back to Jerusalem, in the Mi ‘Raj or
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Night Dream, the Al-Isra. Back in Israel, the Prophet Mohammed, having
completed his mission on earth, ties his Celestial Steed to Western Wall of what
remains of King Solomon’s Temple, and He ascends back into Gods' heavenly
kingdom. He leaves us with the recorded scriptures and the Cosmic Ashlar
placed intact in the Holy City of Mecca.
Modern day archeologists are now piecing together the ancient cuneiform
and reformed Egyptian tablets and fragments of scrolls from various regions of
the ancient Middle and the Far East, revealing ancient languages of lines and
spaces resembling the ones and zeroes at the heart of machine and computer
code. The archeologists of today have modern computers to compare and
contrast relics of ages past. The Royal House of Saud, through their Embassy,
has been generous enough to bestow both written knowledge and sacred relics
for inspection and classification by highly professional archeologists seeking to
classify holy relics and remains inside transcend databases. In meeting with the
Princes of the Saudi line, much was discussed both on the teachings of Islam
and the remnants or relics including the Cosmic Ashlar, the "Al Hajar Al Aswad,"
remaining in the House of Saud. Citizens of the Holy City of Mecca claim, on
their life, that diamonds inside the North-East corner of the Ka’ba. At this point,
the end of the Holy Pilgrimage and search becomes the start once again, the
beginning of the story of creation, only this time, that beginning is in the light of
peaceful consciousness, in the geometry and phonetics of oneness with God and
His plan for the world. This plan requires guardians, messengers, and prophets
of the Cosmic Ashlar to hasten the work, and enhance communion with the
Angels and Saints, to unify Gods' people in an eternal covenant of peace and
mutual respect. It appears to begin from an alliance enterprise held together by
morality and internal discipline.
To recognize and even bow to the grace of Mohammed and his words and
deeds on earth, opens a kind of door to inner grace, through ongoing discipline,
a discipline that in the end, promises to conquer the grave and reach into eternal
life. The Noble Koran states, "Truly, He has counted them up, and numbered
them a number, and each of them will come to Him by himself on the Day of
Resurrection. Verily, to those who have believed and done righteous works, to
them the Merciful will vouchsafe love." Grace is simple elegance, and beauty
may be expressed in the craft of Masonry, both as a trade and a sworn means of
conduct in the face of your fellow brother and man. The bitter harshness seems
to dissolve with time. What remains is this sense of glowing grace. Amazing
grace, a perfect simple elegance that follows the straight path forward in thought,
in the word, and in deed remains with the Initiate. It is inspired by the cosmic
truth, leading the initiate gradually, through trials, into the light of the Cosmic
Ashlar, that in the end, conquers the grave, in the name of the Prophets and
Saints who serve the Plan of God, and for the eternal covenant of salvation.
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